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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Social scientists have been interested for quite some 

time la the relationship between personality and intelligence# 

Tills interest has grown la large measure from *tudles dealing 

with the relationship between the authoritarian personality 

and intelligence. Many social scientists have felt that per-

sonality In general and authoritarian personality in particular 

can best be explained In terms of the total interaction between 

the person and the environmental forces acting upon him* It 

waa the purpose of the present study t© investigate the re-

lationships between authoritarianism and different intellectual 

areas* 

Theoretical Background 

The concept of the authoritarian personality may be traced 

to the early works of Frown (7) and Mas low (14) • They were 

pioneers in the study of social attitudes as a function of 

personality! also, they did some of the earliest work pertain-

ing to the authoritarian character structure# 

There are two major theories that attempt to explain the 

concept of the authoritarian character struct ure> The flrat. 

and currently the most widespread, arises from Freudian psy-

chology. It is concerned mostly with attempts to explain 



"pathological" prejudice# "Pathological prejudice can be 

described as the displacement of ©a#*at own frustrations, self 

contempt, and self destructive dispositions onto convenient 

serapegroats11* (15> p* 35$). " 

According t® tilt neo-psychoanalytic theory of A d m m , 

Frenkel-Brunswick, LeVinson and Sanford (1, pp# 337~3$9)# 

authoritarian personality is the result of child-rearing prac-

tices, especially those connected with toilet training* When 

toilet training is too severe or too early, and the child has 

not yet learned to speak, it is believed that he will begin 

to jir®4d. any .-situation. that _ iŝ  m_Glear or ambiguous * Because 

he has been disciplined without knowing why, he ejects unknown 

things to happen to him whenever he la in an ambiguous situa-

tion. le is therefore intolerant of ambiguity, and attempts 

to reduce the anxiety brought about by ambiguity by forcing 

things into rigid midst and clear classifications. 

These types of child-rearing practices also engender in 
i 

the child hostility against his parents# The child, because 1 
\ 

he fears his parents tfeilt at the same time loving them, can* ' 

not express this hostility toward them* This combination of 

ambiguity and displacement of hostility leads the child to 

classify people into rigid classifications, and thus the child 

becomes authoritarian (15# p* 359) • 

Tb* second major theory on authoritarianism is one that has 

been advanced by psychologists and sociologists interested in 

learning theory. It is referred to as the learning-sociological 



point ©f view# It attempts to account for "pathological® ms 

well as "normal* prejudice. The learning-sociological theor-

ists believe that "normal* prejudice can he described as the 

noraal^l#arnia& of negative attitudes of a particular culture 

(15, p* 3^2) • 'It sews to depend on the principle* of substan-

tive (unemotional) learning# 

According to Christie and Garcia (3), the lack of education 

produces authoritarianism* fhey state, *th# less one had been 

taught about relativism {as opposed t© absolutism), the leas 

he knows about history, and the less information he has about 

cultural diversity, the more likely he is to be authoritarian* 

(3, p» According to this view, authoritarianism la cul» 

turally determined• 

The learning-sociological theory also draws heavily upon 

the rieo-psyehoanalytic theory, to the point where they believe 

that the mother who is severe in her toilet training also en-

gages in a number of other child-rearing practices that might 

make * child authoritarian (15, p. 362). let at the same time 

they reject the psychoanalytic theory which holds that the 

authoritarian personality springs foil blown from th® anal 

psyehosexual stage* 

The present investigation approaches the pr@bl« primarily 

from a learning-sociolog!oal point of view* because it gives a 

more complete concept of the authoritarian personality* Within 

the framework of the. above theory, it was generally found that 

the authoritarian personality is rigid? is concrete in its 



thinkings does not handle abstractions or material dealing 

with hmaan-relations easily; prefer® instead to deal with well 

organized and well ordered material* It can b© seen that this 

type of person* a intellectual behavior is limittd in scope. 

Measurement of Authoritarianism 

The California Meal# has been the most frequently used 

t»«t for measuring author! tarianism {1, pp. 252-362)* The seal# 

was devised to measure prejudice ©r ant i ~dea©eratic trends at 

the personality level {1, p. 223). fhe was derived 

from a system of hypothesized variables that attempted indi-

rectly t© diacrininate between individual# hi^h and low in 

minority group prejudice (1, p. 220)• 

Revievsr of Related Studies 

A number of studies have been conducted to ascertain the 

relationship between autho rit ariani sm and intelligence. Levinson 

(1, pp. 260-2&) did a great deal of the early work in this area* 

la the original work on authoritarianism, he reported a corre-

lation of -.4$ between the Stanford-linet and the y-3efle for 

a sample of 104 employment service veterans? a correlation of 

-.43 between the fttif I» and the F - M l same 

samplei and finally, a correlation of -.20 between the F-3oale 

aad the Amy General Classification fegt C lf p* 2#2) * 

Christie (2) reported & correlation of -*4$ between the 

F-Scale and the Amy • Altitude Area %. Test in a study done m 

A nay recruits. Ala© Go ugh (H) reported similar findings in a 



study using a sample of 271 high school asmors. Gough ob-

tained a correlation of -*43 between the F-Soale and the Otia 

1.1» Tggt ca, f» 23a). 

In a study conducted to determine if the F-Scale is in-

direct , Cohn found a correlation of -.35 using til® Altua ¥erbal 

Aptitude Teat with 140 college students ik) • la view of the 

restricted sample m#ed, Cohn felt it likely that eren higher 

correlations would fee expected with more heterogeneous samples# 

Hollander (9), using a sample of 26$ Naval cadets, found 

a significant negative correlation ©f -.21 between the AGS and 

the California £~Scale. Me concluded that a high score on the 

g-Scale isiftit he indicative of a lack of social intelligence 

or social perception (9, p* 370)« 

Bavids (6), using a sample of twenty male undergraduates 

at Harvard, reported the F~8cale to he significantly related 

to intelligence as measured by academic achievement, shown by 

a correlation of -.40. In a study dealing with children, Lyle 

and Levitt (12) found a significant negative correlation of 

-•44 between ethnocentrlsm-authoritarianism, as measured by the 

Child*8 Anti-deaoeratlc Scale, and Intelligence a« measured by 

the Otis SA Xntefme^iatf Fern A» 

O'Connor (1#) reported a significant relationship between 

ethnocentric prejudice and poor ability to reason abstractly 

in a study using seventy-seven college students at Harvard* 

The syllagisra scale was used as the test of abstract reasoning * 



la a study conducted ©a Purdue University students, 

Jacobaon and Bettig (10) found a correlation of -#39 between 

the F-Scale and 461 total# They also found significant n«g&** 

tive relationships between the ivgeale and the Purdue Mat-It®* 

usatlos traiaiag test. (-.20), the Purdue Ingush Placement Test 

aad the Purdue Physical Science ftat (-»53) U0« p* 219)• 

They concluded that the f-Scale largely measured intelligence! 

plus another factor, perhaps authoritarianism or acquiescence. 

The authors suggested that in investigations ©f the F-Scale 

one should control for intelligence. This study was found to 

be the most complete one on the relationship between authori-

tarianism and intelligence* 

In a related study using 13$ University of California 

students, Cohn (5) reported that the more intelligent the sub-

jects, m defined by the Altai? Verbal Aptitude Test, the greater 

the ability t© predict the F*4cale responses of the teacher* 

it suggested the possibility that the F-3cale was measuring 

intellectual sophistication rather than potential facism. 

Heel (17), in a study using thirty male senior medical 

students, found that authoritarian people have trouble in mas-

tering ambiguous materials, but not factual subject natter# 

The study showed that authoritarian people are intellectually 

United when confronted with particular types of learning 

situations* fhese learning situations dealt with human* 

relations material* 



la a study conducted ©a Naval Air Cadets* Mlsaiek and 

Fraderlksea (16) found authori tar ian!sa and a low but s i gn i f i can t 

negative cor re la t ion (*#14 i s each ease) with 

Aptitude Test (measure of general reasoning) and 

f e a t (measure of verbal knowledge) • The Authors 

suggested tha t previously obtained cor re la t ions between au thor i -

ta r ianism and general i n te l l igence r e f l ec t ed mainly the spec i f i c 

abilities of verbal knowledge and general reasoning, and that 

i n t e l l i gence primarily involved acquiescent set and only p a r t i a l l y 

involved authoritarian ideology. 

larks and MeSougali (13) found, in a study dealing with 

psychia t r ic aids, a negative co r re la t ion of - . 6 7 between 

authori tar ianism and i n t e l l i gence as measured by the Otia £*£* 

Test* They stated that the study shows the importance of taking 

not only intelligence but also social group ©embership i n to 

account whenever au thor i t a r i an i sm score® are associated with 

lack of education and with lower class status (13, p. 242). 

In a study conducted on 144 Introductory psychology stu-

dents, Eekeaoh (19) found a correlation of between the 

F-Scale and the American Council on Education Teat (A0i)» The 

author felt the P-Scale. to some extentf was a measure of in-

telligence# 

In summary,' all of the above research indicated tha t 

people who are a«t&er£t*rlaa.tendj&©..belies® intelligent than 

non-authoritarian people* The majority of the Studies (1, 2t 

6, 12} found a negative correlation, in the «»4Q range, 
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between authoritarian!sm and intelligence* The highest corre-

lation found was between the California F-Scale and the Otia 

X* £• (»*&7) (13)* The California F»Scale was said to be\ 
I 

a measure of intelligence (6# 10, 17) j social intelligence (9, ^ 

13)I ability to reason abstractly (1#)| specific abilities of / 

verbal knowledge and general reasoning (X6)j and intelligence / 

plus soeial group membership (13)• 

H e present research was undertaken to add a new dimension 

to studies concerned with the relationship between authori-

tarianism and intelligence. This was partly accomplished by 

employing a different and more complete measure of intellectual 

ability# the test used was the American College Testing Battery* 

It has becoae a widely used Measure of the Intellectual abili-

ties necessary for college study* Also this test has not been 

used in previous research concerning the relationship between 

authoritarianism and intelligence* 

There were two other justifications for undertaking the 

present research, kevinson (1), Cohn (5), Davids (6), dough (i), 

and Jacobson and Eettig (10) all have stated that the relation-

ship between authoritarianism and intelligence has been insuf-

ficiently evaluated* Jacobson and lettig also stated that 

"The relationship between intelligence and the F-Scale is higher 

than most people estimate, probably in the -»60 range"{10, p» 213) 

Basic Assumptions and Hypotheses 

It was the purpose of the present study to attempt to dis-

cover the multiple relationships between authoritarian 
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personality as a criterion variable ana different areas of 

intelligence,, as indicated by the performance of the subject 

dm A college aptitude teat. Three assumptions were made; 

1* Aufchorit arianissi is related to and indicative of 

intellectual functioning. 

2. . Authoritarianism can be reliably assessed fey a measur-

ing instrument of the paper-and-penei 1 type. 

3» The California f-Scale (Forg is a valid and re-

liable device for assessing a level of authoritarianism* 

With the above three feaaic assumptions as premises, ant 

in light of the facts presented in numerous studies concerned 

with the function ©f authoritarianism, the following hypotheses 

were tested? 

1* The relationships between authoritarianism 

(F~Scaie) and four generalized scales of intellectual ability 

(ACT) will be negative. 

II* The negative relationships obtained in 

testing Hypothesis I will be in the following rank order of 

magnitude from hi# est to lowest % English Usage Teat:, locial 

BmMrn, ?**$> M M Iss£* a n G Msz&t* 

mtlm Osage Test. 

Hypotheses III. The over-all multiple relationship be-

tween authoritarianism and intellectual abilities will be 

negative# 
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IV* The most efficient set of composite 

predictor* of amtkoritariaaia© will tot the M m m tmt 

and Social Studio Reading Y#at» 

¥• There will be positive relationships 

among the four generalized scales of intellectual ability 

{ACT predictor variables). 
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GHAFTm II 

METHOD 

Subjects 

The sample utilized in the present study was selected 

froat a group of university student3 registered for five fresh-

men introductory psychology classes at North Texas State 

University* The original subJact group consisted of 143 atu* 

dints; however, thirty war® eliminated because • their 

American Soilage Testing Battery scores were not on file at 

tha university* The remaining group was composed of forty-three 

women and seventy men, a total sample of 113 students. These 

were utilised as the sample for the present study* Their 

Classifications ranged from freshaien to senior®, 

Materials 

Measure of Authoritarian Personality 

The California F-Scale (Form 40-45?.(See Appendix), by 

Adorao, Frenkel-Brunswick, Levinson, and Sanford, was used to 

measure the authoritarian personality (lv pp* 252-262)• The 

California F-Scale has been the standard measure of authori-

tarianism, and was so employed in the present study* The 

g-Scale was derived fro® a systea of hypothesized variables 

that attempted indirectly to discriminate between individuals 

hi# and low in minority group prejudice. 

13 
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normative data were based upon fourteen groups of 151# 

subjects, who took th© test ia California (1, p# 2571 • The 

reliability coefficient for til® F~Scale is .90, with an alge-

braic mean of 3 *$4 and. a standard deviation of 1.10 (1# p# 2571# 

The California F-3cale (Form J£rl&) ia untiaed, and con-

sists of twenty-nine items whieh are related t© authoritarianism. 

The subjects are instructed to mark eaeh item +3 If strongly 

agree, +2 if agree pretty such, +1 if mildly agreef or -1 if 

mildly disagree, -2 if disagree pretty much* and -3 if strongly 

disagree* A flu# answer contributes to the score for authori-

tarianism, and a minus answer is considered to indicate 

equalitarianisau The total F-3core was derived by substituting 

the values 7# 6, 5, 3, 2, 1 for the respective algebraic scores 

cited above# That is, +3 was given a scor® of 7, *2 a score 

of 6, *1 a score of 5, -X a score of 3, -2 a score of 2, and 

•3 a score of 1. Thus, the high®** the score the more authori-

tarian the subject, and vice versa# 

Measure of "Intellectual Abilities 

The American College Testing Battery was used as the 

measure of intellectual abilities in the present study (2)# 

The test manual of the American College Testing Program 

states* »• . • the test was developed to measure as precisely 

as possible the ability of a student to perform those intel-

lectual tasks he is likely to face in his college studies* 

{2$ p# 3)# According to the manuals "In the tests emphasis 

was placed on generalized skills and abilities such as 
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organisation, criticism, judgment, and evaluation rather than 

m a knowledge of the factual organisation and coat tat of 

classroom courses*1* 

The basic battery of the ACT Program consists of four 

tests, each requiring approximately forty-five minutes to ad-

minister on a group basis# The battery yields four teat scores 

and a composite score. The composite score ma not used in the 

present study* The four tests arej the Ennllslt qaa&s Test: 

the lath ffsaae IfiStJ Social Studies Reading Teats and the 

Natural Science Reading Test* Brief descriptions of each test 

(taken from the test manual) follow immediately. 

The English Usage Test measures a student's educational 

development in the proper use of correct and effective writing 

(2, p. 3)* The test consists of several written exercises 

which contain errors, and inappropriate expressions * The 

student has to recognize these errors and choose the proper 

substitutes. The test was not constructed to measure the 

ability to state formal rules and principles ©f grammar. 

The teat manual states! *The Math ttaa« Test was designed 

to measure the student*® educational development in the use of 

mathematical principles for solving quantitative problems and 

in the interpretation of graphs and charts11 (2, p. 3) . The 

test has two types of general mathematical problems* There 

are quantitative reasoning problems based on practical situ-

ations and formal exercises in geometry, firatnyear algebra, 

and advanced arithmetic. 
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The Social Studies Reading Test main purpose is to dif-

ferentiate between students who have acquired a broad under-

staaAi.Bg of social principles and those who have not * This 

test consists of reading passages followed by related test 

questions* The fieldsof political science, economics, 

sociology, geography, American wad world history, psychology, 

and anthropology are represented in this section. The nanual 

statesi 

The general skills tested include* (a) recog-
nizing and taking Into account the author* s biases 
and points of view; (b) evaluating evidence and 
distinguishing between fact and ©pinion! (c) 
grasping implied meanings;- and w recognizing 
false or specious logic {2, p» 4)* 

The Natural Science Beadlnc Test measures the studentfs 

ability to interpret and evaluate reading material in the area 

of natural science (2, pp* 4-5)• This test is in the form of 

a reading test* Also it provides unfamiliar material, where 

the student has to show his general knowledge of the methods 

of science# 

ACT stores are reported in two forms—standard scores and 

percentile ranks* Standard scores, according to the aanual, 

range from 0 (low) to 36 (high) (2, pp* 6-7)# normative data 

are available based upon 500,000 college-bound hi# school 

seniors who took the test between Movember, 1961 and September, 

1963 (2, p. 6). 

Procedure 

The California F*Scale was administered to the subjects 

by the investigator* The test was administered during regular 
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classroom periods, and subjects were not informed of the nature 

of the test (California F-3cale)» Xt was administered as a 

survey of tfeiliking on social issues, just as had been dona 

with the original standardization sample# 

The instructions given before the administration of the 

were as follows? 

This is a study of what th® general public thinks 
about a number of social questions# Ik* best • 
m s m v to each statement is your personal opinion* 
We have tried to cover many different points of view, 
lou may find yourself agreeing strongly with some 
of the statements, disagreeing just as strongly 
with others, and perhaps uncertain about others# 
Whether yom agree or disagree with any statement, 
you e m be sure that many other people feel the 
same way that you do, 

Mark each statement in the left margin according 
to how much you agree or disagree with it* Please 
mark every one* Write +1, +2, or *3# -1, -2, or 
~3» depending on how you feel in each ease* lou 
may begin# 

No difficulties were ©neoimtered during the administration 

of the test* All students who took the tost finished it* the 

test required approximately twenty minutes to administer in 

each -class. 

The score® of the four subtests of the ACT were obtained 

from the records of the standard battery administered to all 

entering freshmen at North Texas State University, fhe ACT 

scores were on file in the guidance and testing office. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

The hypotheses presented in Chapter 1 were tested, by 

subjecting the obtained test scores to a multiple regression 

analysis* la fact, the hypotheses were stated within such an 

analytic framework* The criterion or dependent variable was 

the California F-Scale (Form 4§~4S) • The independent variables 

were tha fwr subtests of the AntriW Cfllfgf t m % l m 9f*tt«y» 

The results section has been organized i® the following 

order; 

1) Statistical Treatment 
2} Interrelationship A»ong Predictor Tests 
3) Relationship Between Predictor Tests and 
• Criterion Test 

(4) Multiple Correlations Between Predictor Test 
ami Criterion feat 

(5) Determination of the most Reliable Combination 
• of Predictor Teat 

(6) Multiple-Regression Equation 

Statistical Treatment 

The multiple correlation regression problem was solved by 

as IBM 1620 computer Center* The program yielded the means 

and standard deviations of all the testa, the intereorr©lations 

among the four predictor variables, the correlations between 

the predictors and the criterion,, and the regression coef-

ficients needed to construct the various multiple regression 

equations from the addition and/or deletion of predictors* 

19 
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Jnterrelat ionship Among Predictor Tests 

Presented in Table 1 are the simple Pearson r correla-

tions among the various tests employed ia the study. • Each of 

the intercorrelations will be discussed before presenting the 

computations* 

TABJLE I 

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIOMS, AID IKTERCOEEELATIOMS 
• PR1DXCTOE TESTS AND THE CEITESIOM 

tttre (N« 113! 

Test English 
1 

Math 
2 

Social 
Studies 
3 

Hatural 
: Selene# ' 

4 

1 English .62 •75 •69 

2 Mat h *54 •62 

3 Social 
Studies 

•69 

4 natural 
Science 

5 Z-§26l£ -•60 -#3§ -•50 —«50 

Mean 20.20 19.42 20. &9 10*47 96*79 

Standard 
Deviation 

4#69 $•16 4*4® 5«04 22*70 

zero 
Note} All correlations significantly different 
at the 5 per cent level of confidence• 

from 

Inspection of Table I ahowa the BngXlah Usage Teat# 

Saass Isat. sss4ai st«^w Ssaaiss l2s£. ̂  

natural Sciences Heading Tfiat had BOd«r«fc« to high lntercor-

relations with each other# The hl^eat intercorrelation found 
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was between the English Usage Test and the Social Stuc 

Beading Test (#75). Intercorrelations between the remaining 

subtests were ail substantial (#54 to #60)# All the inter-

correlations were significantly different trm ser® at the 5 

P#r cent level* 

The data in Table I confirmed Hypothesis V. As predicted, 

th©re were positive relationships among the four generalised 

stales of Intellectual ability (AST predietor variables) # 

lelatloaships' Setweeii the Predictor fasts 
and the Criterion Teat 

The California F~Scale was the crlt erion test la this 

study- Inspection of Table 1 will show a mean of %*$> and 

a standard deviation of 2 2 . T h i s mean is to be interpreted 

as the authoritarian average* The seam and standard deviation 

of the standardisation sample were 113*1 and 26,1 respectively 

{1# p# 266)* .The difference between the mean of the present 

study and the standardization was attributed to the more homo-

geneous sample of college students* 

The first hypothesis was that there would be a significant 

negative relationship between each predictor test and the cri-

terion test* Table 1 indicates that there was a significant 

negative relationship between each of the four predictor tests 

and the criterion variable$ thus substantiating the working 

hypothesis {Hypothesis I). 

The second hypothesis stated that the predictor tests 

would be negative in the following rank order of magnitude 
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trm highest to lowest? Usage Teat.^ Social Studies 

| » i l « I M » M l f l l 3gi»»»w Reading Test, and 

Bsage SsS* Tahle I also presents the data related to this 

hypothesis. 

Tht data found in fahle I give substantial support t© the 

second hypothesis# The rank order of magnitude frm highest 

to lowest in the data iat Injdiah Usage Jest, natural 

i f j # « £*&» glMil PfiWW-tt ISM* wrnkmmtim 
Osage Teat* la the data the Hatural Sciences leading Teat and 

the Social Studies Reading Test tied for second place, thus 

establishing a rank order almost identical to the predicted 

rank order* 

Haltlple Correlations Between Predictor Tests 
and Criterion Test 

Presented la Table II are the multiple coxrelations (E) 

between the predictor testa aad the criterion test# The 

multifile correlation in the general ease indicates the amount 

of correlation between the criterion test (P~Scale) and two 

or more of the four predictor tests (ACT subtests) taken 

together# Also the multiple 1 is related to the intercorrela-

tioaa among the four predictor tests (ACT subtests) as a unit 

as well as to their separate correlations with the criterion 

test (F-3cale)« 

The multiple correlation computational procedure yields 

only positive multiple coefficients# It can yield only a 

positive 1 value regardless of the sign of the aero order eor» 

relation signs* To determine the sign of an J| coefficient one 
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f l l f f TT 

BANK ORDSE OF PREDICTORS WITH REGARD TO CONTRIBUTION 
TO THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION SHOWIIG F LEVEL, 

STAtfflAJ® ERROR, GGEFFICIIilT Of 
GmmuTim, M O MULTIPLE 

CORRELATION 

Test F~Level Standard 
Error 

I 2 R 
M r 

1 English 63 *3® 18,28 .36316 •#603 

4 Natural 
Science 

ia.15 .37740 -.614 

3 Social 
Studies 

#22 10•22 .37*62 -.615 

2 Math •lit id. 29 .37967 —.616 

must l&ipest the signs of the zero order rfg between the pre-

dictors and tilt criterion# In the present ease the zero order 

correlations were negative, consequently the over-all multiple 

correlations were considered to fee negative—a fact which, 

verified the third hypothesis. The third hypothesis stated the 

over-all multiple relationship between authoritarianism and 

intellectual abilities will be negative*. The R'a were All 

significantly different from sero at the 1 per cent level of 

confidence* 

Determination of the Most Reliable 
Combination of Predictor Tests 

Turning now to an explanation of Table II, the Stepwise 

Multiple Linear Regression Analysis Program ranked the various 
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testa in order of their relative contributions to the multiple 

correlation, taking into account the overlapping effect among 

the predictors* The program also yielded an F level at which 

point addition or use of another test would not be functional. 

In addition, the cumulative standard error of estimate was 

computed as tests were added or deleted# Finally the program 

yielded a multiple-regression equation from the teats included 

la the final composite. 

Presented in Table II are the relevant correlational data 

arranged according to the relative F levels as the various 

predictor variables were added to the composite# The £ level 

was set at 5 far cent necessitating an f rati© of 2*70 to 

reach that level of significance# This level of significance 

was reached by one of the predictor variables, the Enjgliah 

Osage Subtest* This £ level waa computed with regard to the 

interrelationships among the various predictors# 

The standard error column of Table II denotes the magni-

tude ©f standard error of estimate of the various teat®* The 

standard error for the one significant variable was 13*2$. 

However* when the significant variables were added, the 

standard error slowly increased. 

In order to determine the composite of variables which 

would best predict authoritarianism, a deletion process was 

employed. The Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 

Program had previously arranged the predictor teats in the 

rank order of their F levels. However, the problem waa now 
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to inspect the multiple correlations in order to determine 

whieh test to include in the composite predictors* The desired 

outcome was to select the least number of tests without low-

ering the multiple correlation a significant degree# The 

deletion process entailed the deletion of the test with the 

lowest f level and then continuously to delete cumulatively 

until the Multiple correlation was decreased a significant 

amount. 

The first test deleted was the Math feat, as it was 

fourth in rank# The multiple correlation was then computed 

for the remaining three tost8, and a multiple correlation of 

-«6l5 was obtained. In order to determine Aether or not this 

Multiple correlation was significantly less than the multiple 

correlation using a H four variables, the test of significance 

of the difference between the multiple correlation® was e»~ 

ployed* The f test was applied and an F of <182 was obtained, 

which was not significant. 

The next step entailed deleting the Hath Test and the 

Social Studies Test, leaving two tests in the composite* The 

multiple correlation obtained was ~*6l4* The test of signifi-

cance yielded an F of *197« which was not significant. 

The final step included deleting the Math Teat» the 

Social gfcMflfctt Iegtf and the IfSgfl, MifMfl fill,* la&vlng 

only the English Usage Test* The multiple correlation obtained 

was -*603# The English Usage Test, by itself, accounted for 
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nearly all the correlation with authoritarianism. The dele-

tion of the other three tests did not lower the multiple cor-

relation a significant degree* Therefore, the most reliable 

prediction used in this study was shown to be the English 

te^M* 

The data in Table 11 do not wholly confirm Hypothesis IV• 

The moat efficient predictors were not the En&liah Usage feat 

and the facial Studies Reading feat* The most reliable pre-

dictor was the English Osage Test, therefore Hypothesis IV 

received partial confirmation. 

Multiple-Regression Equation 

The purpose of the multiple-regression equation Is to 

facilitate the prediction for individual subjects using the 

composite set of predictors# The multiple-regression equation 

presented below is for use only with respect to the test® in 

this particular composite of predictor tests and the criterion 

test* 

The Stepwise Linear Regression Analysis Program for the 

IBM employed in this study was such that it yielded the values 

underlying the ©amputations of a multiple-regression equation 

for the four combinations of predictor values# These values 

with regard to the multiple-regression equation were the J> 

coefficients, the beta coefficients, and constants# The 

function of the constant was to assure that the mean of the 

predictor values coincided with the mean of the obtained 
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viluit in this study• Th© purpose of the b coeff iciant s or 

partial regression coefficients was to gin the weight, as A 

multiplying constant, to Hfee various predictors la the composite, 

laeh b coefficient denoted how many units the predicted values 

increased in a given teat iMm the effects of the other testa 

in the composite ware nullified or held constant» The pur-

po«e of the beta coefficients or standard partial regression 

coefficient a concerns. the det ©rminatlon of the relative con-

tributions of each independent variable In the multiple-

regression equation* 

Shown In fable III are the data necessary for computing 

the multiple-regression equation using as a predictor the 

lass Imk* data on the other three variables 

are included in order to show their relative contribution®# 

The other three variables, in the order of their contribution, 

were the Hatural Scir<pcea Beading feat, Social Studies leading 

1 M b ^ the lath IBSB Ittfe* 

The i in fable III refers to the significance of the 

contribution of each individual predictor teat# The outcome 

of that teat determined whether each predictor variable con-

tributed to the total prediction when its relations to other 

variables were taken into account. The only t that was sig-

nificant at the 5 per cent level was that of the English 

tfmm Subtest. 
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TABLE III 

STATISTICAL MTA UfPLOIBD II THE CGHPfTATOl 
OF THS JTOLTIPLB-BBOKESSION EQ&ATIOH 

VOX TIE m$him USAGE 

Teat 1 Standard, 
Irror 

i beta Per Sent of 
Contribution 

¥saje Test 
^2#30 -3.74* —#474 23.53 

Math IgSge 
Teat 

• * * * # • • * •1.65 

Social 
ltu<fiee 

Teat 

• # • • # * f # 2*90 

Hatmral 

geading 
Test 

• * # * # # » * a.l* 

•t Is significant at the 5 per cent level. The conatanfc 
for this equation is 160.52# The standard error of estimate 
is 

Before computing the multiple-regres aion equation the 

relative contributions of the predictor variables were obtained. 

The coefficient of multiple determination was mentioned 

earlier la this chapter as indicating the proportion of var-

iance in the criterion variable that was dependent upon or 

predicted by the predictor variable# The coefficient of mul-

tiple determination {or the multiple correlation squared) was 

«36317 when the English Usage Test m e used m the predictor* 

Therefore, Multiplying by 100, 36.32 per cent of the variance 
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in authoritarianism as measured by the California F-Scale 

was accounted for by whatever was measured by the Mmllsk 

tia&m Teat* eliminating, fro» double consideration those things 

that the tests have in common* 

The next step was to determine the relative contribution 

of each of the taats* Inspection of Table 211 will show a 

beta ©©efficient for each teat. When this beta coefficient 

was multiplied by the coefficient of correlation between the 

•predictor teat and the criterion teat and then multiplied by 

100 it yielded the per cent of contribution the teat imparted 

to the total variance obtained# This statistical procedure 

indicated that the English Usage Test contributed 23*$$ far 

east| the Mathematical linage Test contributed -1.65 par cents 

the Soelal Studifes leading Teat contributed 2*90 per cent? 

and the natural Sciences Reading Teat contributed 6*1$ per 

cent# The sua of these per centa equaled the per cent of 

variance accounted for 37*%* 

The English Warn® Teat was indicated a# making the greatest 

contribution to the multiple prediction. least the multiple-

regression equation using the English IIsafe Tent was compiled* 

Through the use of such a device the findings indicated that 

a more reliable prediction would be gained if only the one 

predictor ware used# 

The multiple-regression equation using the English IIgag# 

Test was computed initially# The multiple-regression equation 
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may to# pressed by a const ant plus the sura of the products 

obtained when each b coefficient ia multiplied by this score 

yielded by each test respectively# Therefor©, the formula 

may be written as follows? 

Predicted Score • C • J|, (English Score)# 

The £ ia this formula refers to the constant derived by 

the statistical program. The b*s refer to the b coefficients 

of the respective tests# the scores on the English Usage 

feat are represented by 22, II, 17, and 14 respectively# The 

predicted score refers to the score that is predicted by this 

formula with respect to the California ?-Scale. By reference 

to Table III the value of the constant and the b coefficients 

were inserted into the formula to read as follows! 

PS • 160*52 + (-2.30) (English Score)# 

Keferenee to Table III will show the standard error of 

estimate to be It*277# Therefore, it may be stated that two 

thirds of the predictions of authoritarlaaisit using the above 

multiple-regression equation will lie within Id.277 points 

of the actual authoritarian score* This conclusion pre-

supposes predictions aade on the basis of the regression 

equation that was obtained, and predictions mad® for individuals 

belonging to the population and sampled at random* 

Table If includes some of the examples of predicted 

scores of subjects who were selected at random# Only subject 

7S had a score which ranged beyond the standard error of 
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TABLE If 

mm PlEDIGflOHS OF AUTIORXTARXAHISK 
FROH EMGUSfl 03AQS TEST SCORES 

Ite® Subjects 

73 26 107 • aa 30 

gmffilali feat 
Scores 

22 1# 1$ 17 14 

t> • -2.30 50*60 -4l»40 •~4l »if0 -39.10 -32.20 

Constant 
160.52 

# * * # * - • * • • • 

Predicted fje@r« 109*92 119.12 119.12 121,42 126.32 

Actual Score 90 112 104 115 I 125 

estimates which was II# 277# The me of the above multiple 

equation was fairly well supported by the statistical data 

presented in this study. 



CHAPTER Jf 

DISCUS3I0N 

The discussion of the results will be e«aterM around 

the five major research hypotheses* la eaeh ease appropriate 

comparisons and results presented in the survey ©Jf literature 

will be made. 

Recall that Hypothesis I predicted negative relationships 

between authoritarianim (F-Scale) and four generalized scales 

of intellectual ability (ACT), and that the hypothesis was 

confirmed* Ala© recall that Hypothesis III predicted that 

the over-all multiple correlation between authoritarianism 

and intellectual abilities would be negative, and that the 

hypothesis was confirmed* fhe results of the above hypotheses 

are consistent with the results of previous studies in the 

saate general area (1, 2, 3, 4# 5* 6, 7) , which showed that 

Intellectual abilities are related to g-Scale performance. 

The next step was to see how the r*s of the present study 

compared with other previous studies, especially the studies 

of Jacobson and lettig (5) and Missick and Frederickson {#) 

where more than one test of intellectual ability was used as 

part of the procedure* 0n the whole, the jr*s of the present 

study were higher than those found by both the above investi-

gations * This finding is important, because earlier in the 

32 
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introductory section of the present study, It was mentioned 

fey several investigators that the relationship between author-

itarianism and int@lli.gtnc# had been insufficiently evaluated, 

and that the relationship between the two is higher than most 

people estimate, probably is the -#60 rang® (5)• The inter-

correlations and the multiple correlations of the present 

study tend to support the above statement* Only Marks and 

MeOougall (7) is the study dealing with psychiatric aids found 

a higher correlation (—.67) between authoritarianis© and 

intelligence* 

In the present study a negative relationship was expected 

between the criterion (F-Scale) and four variables (APT). be-

cause of the high verbal and abstract nature of the latter 

Measure* In the ACT more emphasis has been placed on the ver-

bal, judgmental, organisational, and evaluational skill* of 

the student, rather than ©a just a factual knowledge of class* 

room course®* In contrast, the authoritarian person*a Intel* 

lectual behavior is limited in scope due to stereotype rigidity, 

eoncreteness in thinking, narrowness of the ego bounds, and 

difficulty in grasping psychosocial explanation of sooial 

phenomena. The findings of^the present study along with the 

studies of Missiek and Frederickson {$) and Meel (9) suggest 

that «§*_ ®nlx„It the F*Seale related to Intelligence.. but̂ iaore 

specifically td verbal knowledge and abstract reasoning ability* 

The next steps were to see how and in what way, if any, 

different intellectual abilities were related to authoritarian!sm• 
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This was accomplished by testing Hypothesis IX which speci f ied 

that the negative re la t ionsh ip obtained la Hypothesis I would 

to i n a spec i f ic rank: order , and this f inding was confirmed* 

The English %mm Test had the highest cor re la t ion with th« 

Ca l i fo rn ia g*§cale» t h i s spec i f i c finding is r e l a t ed to the 

study ©f Missick and Frederickson (£) where they s ta ted that 

the relationship between_authoritarianism and intelligence 

reflected mainly the spec i f i c a b i l i t i e s of verbal knowledge 

and general reasoning. 

fhe third step was to see what t e s t s together would beat 

predict authoritarian!sn« Recall that Hypothesis 1? predicted 

that t he most efficient set of composite predictors would be 

BnEliah Usage and the Social Studies l&Mlag M i 

and that the hypothesis was not confirmed• The Baitligh tlaa&e 

Teat turned out to be the only s ign i f i can t contr ibutor to the 

multiple correlation* This seems to suggest that what is best 

representa t ive of college success is found in the Snfl̂ Lsh 

Usage Test , remembering that «ultiple correlation rules out 

that which the subtests had in common. 

m e final step was to see if there was a positive relation-

ship among the four generalised scales of intellectual ability, 

and this was confirmed. The correlations all had moderate to 

high relationships with each other. 

In summary, the results of the present study demonstrate 

that there is a negative relationship between authoritarianism 
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and intellig«nee, and suggests that this Is specifically 

related to abstract rtas@aiiig_aM3.ity and verbal knowledge. 

Also tli# r*s taken together were more substantial than those 

found in previous studies* 
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c i u m s ? 

3UMKABY 

The study was undertaken to add a' new dimension to re-

search concerned with the relationship between authoritarianism 

and intellectual abilities. This was accoapllshed by enjpleying 

a different test of intellectual ability. The following hy-

potheses mm investigated! 

I* The relationship between authoritarianism 

(F~Scale) and four generalised scales of intellectml ability 

(ACT) will be negative. 

Hypothesis IX* The negative relationships obtained in 

Hypothesis I will be in the following rank order of magnitude 

from highest to lowest! English Usage Test. Social Studies 

leading. Test. S&tur&i Sciences Reading Test, and Mathematics 

Osage Teat* 

Hypothesis III* The overfall multiple relationship be-

tween authoritarianism and intellectual abilities will be 

negative* 

IV, The most efficient set of composite 

predictors of authoritarian!SIB will be the English Usage Teat 

«ad the Social |&ugi£S S S M l M 2®2*« 

Hypothesis J> There will be positive relationships among 

the four generalised scales of intellectual ability (AST) 

predictor variables)* 

%7 



Til® sample used was composed of 113 students registered 

for five freshman psychology courses at North Texas Stat® 

University, The group was composed of forty-three m m m tod 

seventy »en# Their classifications ragged from freshmen to 

seniors* 

galAfpmla F»goale (for® kQ-jg) was the scale used to 

measure the authoritarian personality. It consist# of twenty-

nine items designed to discriminate indirectly between indi-

viduals high and low ia minority group prejudice* This teat 

was administered by tlie investigator during regular classroom 

periods, and subjects were not Informed of th<s nature of the 

test# The test was administered as a survey of thinking on 

sotial issues, Just as had been done with, the standardisation 

sample. All students who began the teat finished it, and the 

test required approximately twenty minutes to administer to 

ea«h class. 

W w College testing lattery (AST) was used to 

measure intellectual ability. It was compote of four sub-

tests. These testa were the Mml&sh Usage Test. 

Usage Teat. Social Studies leading Teat, and the Natural 

S.elenoea Reading Test. The scores of the four subtests of the 

ACT were obtained fro® the records of the standard battery 

administered to all entering freshmen at North Texas State 

University. The ACT scores were on file in the guidance and 

testing offiee. 
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The hypotheses were tested by subjecting the obtained 

test scores to a multiple regression analysis. The criterion 

or dependent variable was the California F.Scale (Form . 

The independent variables were the four subtests of the ACT. 

The multiple regression problem was to solve by an im 1620 

computer under the auspices of the North Texas State Univer-

sity Computer Center. The principal results centering around 

the five hypotheses ares 

1, Hypothesis I was verified. The obtained r*s were all 

negative and significantly different froa zero, ranging be-

tween ».6Q and -.3$. 

2. Hypothesis II was verified. In the data the rank 

order was al»©st identical to the predicted rank order. 

3* Hypothesis III was verified. The obtained I*s were 

all negative and significantly different froa zero, ranging 

between .603 and .616. 

4* Hypothesis IV received partial confirmation. The isost 

efficient predictors were not the English Usage Test and the ' 

Social Studies Reading Teat. The most reliable predictor 

turned out to be only the English Usage Test. 

Hypothesis ¥ was verified* The obtained r#s were all 

positive and significantly different from zero," ranging be-

tween .75 and .54* 

The present study demonstrated that there is a negative 

relationship between authoritarianism and Intelligence, and 

suggests that verbal knowledge and abstract reasoning are 
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Important factors to consider. Also the r*» were more sub* 

stantial than thos© found in previous studies. 



AFFSKDXX 

HAW SCOIIS 01 Til 0EITEEIOH AMB PREDICTOR VAEIABUK8 

Subject 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 

I 
9 
10 
I I 
12 
13 

15 
16 
17 
1# 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2 I 26 
27 
2d 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

3d 
39 

Calif* 
f f i S s 

d6 

B 
102 
140 

l i t 
125 
132 
36 n 
116 

F 80 
12* 
62 
79 

109 
67 

113 
120 
94 
92 
71 
94 
112 

54 
112 
di 

125 $$ 
105 

33 
66 
$2 

101 
#7 
94 
90 

T«st 1 
English 

17 
IS 
23 
17 
19 
25 
14 
24 
24 
21 2# 
1# 
22 
23 
25 
25 
24 
14 
26 
13 X? 
26 
11 
27 
20 
15 
23 
23 
27 
14 
24 
20 
25 
22 
16 
20 
24 
14 
24 

Test 2 tmt 3 T@st 4 
Math Soc • J5t * Mat. Sc 

25 16 17 
15 25 id 
25 21 27 
17 15 
16 id 13 
21 25 22 
19 16 17 
24 25 26 

20 22 27 
26 
20 

23 26 22 
29 2$ 26 
15 u 16 
Id 26 20 
20 17 
13 2d 25 
25 22 26 
23 27 2d 
16 id 14 
14 24 25 
05 14 11 
11 16 14 
16 21 15 
21 17 19 
23 25 14 
21 19 19 
22 22 20 
1# 2d 19 
23 23 24 
24 24 26 
13 15 09 
21 20 21 
19 21 22 
27 22 27 
19 21 ad 
15 16 15 
21 20 17 
19 20 21 
16 14 12 
17 id id 
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Subject 

40 
41 
42 
43 
Lk #r*r 
45 
46 
4 ! 

49 
50 
§1 
52 
53 
54 
51 

5Z 
5# 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

3 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 

?I 

I I 
79 

#0 

^2 

il 
s 

C*lif» 

102 
77 
56 
56 

125 
4 i 

12# 
ao 

114 
$4 
73 
g l 
91 53 
f 3 

«5 
102 

90 
131 
m 
116 
115 
109 
102 
121 
137 
114 

as 
93 
i i 
i 5 

$9 
116 

99 
110 
92 
77 
96 
90 
11# 

79 
93 

107 
65 
112 
160 
106 

f«8t 1 Test 2 T@»t 3 T«it 4 
English Math Soc. St* K«t» Sc 

i l l l 19 20 
2*6 
23 

2$ 24 27 2*6 
23 25 27 25 
25 27 25 26 
07 11 09 13 
2$ 22 24 21 
17 14 17 14 
*5 15 IS 17 
Xd 13 19 25 
24 25 22 • 25 
25 26 27 24 
21 22 19 24 
IS 22 20 21 
27 26 27 2# 
I I 22 25 24 
26 2a 23 24 
25 22 % 25 
16 04 16 13 
11 15 10 15 
22 10 12 05 
20 22 23 25 
17 16 20 14 
17 19 20 l l 
15 20 20 21 
14 19 21 15 
10 11 14 11 
2l U 23 23 
20 10 29 19 
27 27 25 22 
23 22 26 22 
22 26 23 21 
16 05 22 1# 
19 17 15 20 
10 20 21 i t 
20 17 16 24 
22 25 2$ 26 
24 27 26 2# 
2© 19 21 23 
22 27 23 24 

U 16 i a 15 
24 
U 

23 25 25 26 
19 17 17 20 
U 24 20 22 
27 27 25 2d 
19 17 15 22 
14 25 13 09 
20 21 22 19 
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Subject 

Si 
$9 
90 
91 
92 
n 
94 
n 
96 
97 
9# 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
10? 
1 0 a 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 

64 
115 
SI 
90 

1 at 
I 6 

P m 
130 
134 
103 
123 
123 
95 
110 
73 
100 
65 
10? 
91 

104 
104 
99 

123 
10 

H I 
103 

f# s t 1 
English 

24 
17 
23 
22 
20 
21 
24 
24 
12 
22 
22 
14 
17 
24 
19 
25 
19 
24 
15 
21 
l i 
24 
21 
11 
24 
20 
19 

t u t 2 
Math 

24 
16 
22 
21 
16 
3.5 
2? 
22 
If 
16 
21 
16 
22 

I 
27 
17 
20 
13 
23 
17 
27 
25 
1? 
25 
14 
15 

Test 3 
8#©+ S t . 

25 
19 
27 
22 
21 
13 
21 
20 

11 
» 

19 
20 
26 
25 
22 
27 
12 
26 
IS 
25 
23 
15 
23 
21 
17 

Test 4 
Nat. Sc. 

27 
17 
21 
20 
27 
11 
19 
19 
14 lt 
20 
20 
17 
19 
22 
26 
19 
24 
24 
30 
20 
26 ' 
24 
19 
27 
24 
17 
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This is a study of what the general public th inks about 
a number of soc ia l quest ions . The best usvir to each s t a t s -
meat below is your personal opinion. We haw t r i e d to cover 
many d i f f e r e n t p o i n t s of view. fou may find yourself agreeing 
strongly with some of the statements, disagreeing ju s t as 
strongly with others, and perhaps uncertain about o the r s . 
Whether you agree or disagree with any statement, you can he 
sure tha t many other people f e e l the sane way that you do. 

Nark each statement in the left margin according to how 
much you agree or d isagree with' it. Please mark every one. 
Writ® *10 +2 r +31 or -1, -fc#. -3 t . defending upon how you f e e l 
in each case. 

+1J I AGREE 4 LITTLE -1* I DISAGREE A LITTLE 
•2s I A ® m PEETTI MUCH ~2j I BI8AGEEE PEITTT MUCH 
•31 1 AGREE m m MUCH -1* I DISAGREE ¥111 KOCH 

1. Obedience lad respect for authority are the wo at im-
portant virfcuea children should hare. 

t* 1® weakness or difficulty can hold us back if we have 
enough w i l l power. 

3* Science ha« it« place,, hut there are many important 
things that can never pots ibly he understood by the 
human laind. 

>. Human nature being what it i s , there will always be 
war and conflict. 

5# I very person should have complete faithhin some super-
na tu ra l power whose decisions he obey® without question. 

6. When a person has a problem or worry, it is beat for 
him not to think about i t , but to keep busy with aore 
cheerfu l t h ings . 

7# A person who has bad manners, habits and breeding can 
hardly expect t© git along with decant people* 

8. What the youth needs mst is strict d i s c ip l i ne , rugged 
determination, and the will t© work and fight for family 
and country. 

j?« Some people are born with the urge to jump from h i # 
places* 
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,10. nowadays is&ea m many different kinds of people move 
around and mix together so much a person has to protect 
himself especially carefully against catching am in-
fection or disease from them. 

.11 • in insult to tor honor should always bo punished. 

.12* Xoung people sometimes get rebellious ideas, but as 
they mature they ought to get over them and' settle 
down# 

.13* It it best to use som© prewar authorities in Germany 
to keep order and prevent chaos. 

JL4* What this country needs most, more than laws and political 
programs, 1« a few courageous, tireless, devoted leaders 
in whom the people can put their faith* 

,15# Sex crimes, such as rape and attacks on children, de-
serve more than mere punishment! such criminals ought 
to be publicly whipped, or worse. 

,16. People can be divided into two distinct classes! the 
weak and the strong* 

17• There is hardly anything lower than a person who does 
not feel a great love, gratitude, and respect for his 
parents* 

1$. Some day it will probably be shown that astroloipr can 
explain a lot of things* 

19* Nowadays more and more people are prying into matters 
that should remain personal and private* 

Wars and social troubles may someday be ended by an 
earthquake or flood that will destroy the whole world. 

21. Must of our social problems could be- solved if we 
could somehow get rid of the immoral, crooked, and 
feeble-minded people* 

22. The wild seat life of the old dreeks and Romans was tame 
compared to some of the goings-on in this country, even 
in places ushere people might least expect it* 

,23. If people would talk less and work more, everybody 
would be better off. 

J24* Most people do not realise how much our lives are con-
trolled by plots hatched in secret places* 
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25« Homosexuals are hardly better than criminals and ought 
to fee severely punished# 

26. The businessman and the manufacturer fur® much more 
important to society than the artist and the professor* 

27* Mo sane, noraal, decent person could ever think of 
hurting a close' friend or relative* 

,21* Familiarity breeds contempt. 

29* Mohody ever learned anything really important except 
through suffering* 
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